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Mia-Platform is in the top 15 Italian Tech companies in
the Financial Times' FT1000 Europe's Fastest Growing

Companies ranking

Mia-Platform is mentioned for the fourth year in a row within the FT1000� Europe's
Fastest Growing Companies ranking by the Financial Times, which brings together
the fastest growing companies on the European scene. This year Mia-Platform is
ranked 15th among Italian Tech companies and 537th overall.

Despite the historical period, Mia-Platform confirms its exponential growth in the
three-year period 21018�2021, with an Absolute Growth Rate of 295.2% and a
Compound Annual Growth Rate �CAGR� of 58.1%. Similarly, the number of people
has grown from 30 to 104 in just 4 years, with an approximate growth rate of
250%. As of today, the company has more than 150 people.

Mia-Platform is among the 356 of the companies that also ranked last year, and
the 125 that have been listed for three consecutive years.

Italy remains the most represented country with 260 companies on the list,
followed by Germany �217� and the United Kingdom �155�. London remains the
city with the most fast-growing companies, for the seventh consecutive year, with
83 companies listed, followed by Paris �34� and Milan �33�.

"These numbers confirm that doing innovation in the IT sector starting from Italy is
possible. We represent a positive and virtuous example of how it is possible to
innovate and spread our know-how around the world," comments Mia-Platform
CEO Federico Soncini Sessa.

Following the opening of the London office in November 2021, Mia-Platform
consolidated its exponential growth and opened a new office in Amsterdam,
putting the Benelux and Nordics markets in its sights.

2022 ended with a doubling of licensing subscription revenues ��100%� that
pushed revenues above €11 million, �3800% compared to the first operating result
in 2016. This economic growth was followed by people growth: the tech company
exceeded 150 resources ��15% compared to 2021�,whose average age is only 29.
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In addition, the company has already planned a hiring plan for 2023 that will bring
in more than 30 new talents including Solution Architect, Cloud Engineer, Software
Engineer, Scrum Master but also Developer Advocate.

Since its foundation, Mia-Platform pursued sustainable development day after
day, as evidenced by various initiatives such as Kube-Green, an application that
optimizes the energy consumption of IT infrastructures while saving an average of
30 percent of carbon dioxide emissions.

Mia-Platform commitment to sustainable development also includes Corporate
Social Responsibility activities that involve the internal employee community such
as the collaboration with:

● the benefit company Freebly for the creation of a Model 231 which also
analyzes the company's risks in terms of sustainability through the use of
the UN's Sustainable Development Goals;

● the nonprofit association PlayMore, which deals with the integration of
people in socially or mentally fragile conditions through sports;

● 3Bee for the "Pollinate the Planet" project, which allows, for each adopted
hive, the protection of 300 thousand bees, the pollination of 300 million
flowers and a honey production of 150 kg/year.

Mia-Platform

Mia-Platform è un Independent Software Vendor che ha portato sul mercato la prima
soluzione al mondo per la realizzazione end-to-end di piattaforme digitali cloud native.

La sua software suite fornisce una Console unica che semplifica lo sviluppo e la gestione
di applicazioni moderne cloud-native, basate su APIs, microservizi, Fast Data e DevOps, e
supporta le aziende a costruire la propria piattaforma digitale in modo incrementale.

Mia-Platform è una delle aziende a più rapido sviluppo nel panorama europeo,
un’eccellenza tecnologica riconosciuta a livello internazionale per due anni di file nella top
10 delle tech italiane nella classifica del Financial Times “FT 1.000� Europe’s Fastest
Growing Companies 2021” .

→ Visita il sito: mia-platform.eu
→ Contatti stampa: press@mia-platform.eu
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